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THE MAKERSPACE IS LIVE!
By: ESS Executive

The makerspace is finally
up and running, and with it’s
inaugural competition, the Fall
Design
Competition
well
underway, the wait has been
well worth it. There are 7
teams in the competition, all
vying for the coveted prize
that awaits them. This will be
a true test of the student’s
skills and eagerness to learn.
The three 3D Printers have MakerGear 3D Printer
been running almost non-stop
for the past few days, producing parts for siege
weapons, and accessories for the line following robots.
CB1004 hasn’t seen this much traffic in years.

the newly opened
makerspace and see
what its all about.
Even if you’ve never
considered making a
3D print of something,
we are glad to show
you the basics and
where to find free to
use designs as well as Dremel 3D Printer - There are two of these in the
makerspace
how to create your
own!
makerspace
CB1004
Here
are
some
projects that have
been designed and
produced
in
the
makerspace so far!

The laser cutter has also been working overtime in
preparing the wood bodies of the siege weapons and
robots. This is an exciting time to be on the ground
floor (while simultaneously having to give it up in 5
months due to graduation) of this campus-changing
initiative. You may be wondering what’s in it for you.
Well, there are lots of
benefits to having this
space, other than
simply for designing
3D models or cutting
some wood with a
laser. The makerspace
is a place where you
can go to practice
presentations, to sit in
on Arduino tutorials,
or just a place to do
some
homework
around
friendly
people. . Come on by

ESS Coasters Made in the Laser Cutter!

The laser cutter in action!
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Dremel 3D Printer Making a pencil holder

Skull and Moustache Comb
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STUDENT RUN, STUDENT FUN — GET INVOLVED!
By: Adrian Pomber

Hello students of the engineering faculty. As you can see the ESS has a new
executive council for the 2016-2017
year. Our ability to promote engineering on campus and within our faculty
hinges on YOU getting involved and
making a difference in your school
community.

as being socially awkward, and as well for their penchant for beer. During your time at Lakehead University you will likely perfect one or both
of these stereotypes, but these are easy to beat—just come out, meet
lots of new people and find a new comfort zone.

Meet new friends & create future business connections: University is a
great place to meet people and Lakehead Engineering has one of the
best student bodies in Canada. Why? Well not only do we have one of
the most diverse selection of students in terms of age and ability, we
also run one of the largest engineering bridging programs, which allows
College graduates from coast to coast to get their degree here. This is a
huge advantage for you, because most of the people you meet will also
be new to Thunder Bay and bring a culturally diverse background with
them. Once you make friends, you will also be building relationships
that will help you not only get through school, but into a good career as
well. For myself, this has meant that my previous experience in the aviation industry won’t go to waste as I use my colleagues’ contacts all
across the country.

Learn new skills: Before joining the ESS executive, I had no interest in
writing newspaper articles or helping publish a paper, but I ended up
doing it anyways. I also learned how to organize engineering events,
work with bureaucratic organizations, make posters, create the ENGenda as well as work with a myriad of local business and professionals and
students.

Organization and time management: If you’re going to volunteer or
participate in events, it really is not that strenuous—provided you manage your time wisely. For example, if you’ve committed to volunteering
or competing at Lakehead’s Engineering Competition, you should really
One of the best and most encouraging make sure that all your homework that you had planned to do that day,
things I’ve seen this year is the amount is done the day before. This juggling of school and engineering events
of student involvement! If you haven’t will make you more efficient and will also build upon skills that will help
gotten involved yet, I would strongly recommend it, and here’s why:
you in the future.

If you missed the directorship positions that we posted in October,
there’s still a lot of opportunities for you to get involved. This organization is student run, by students, for students, so if you have suggestions
for existing events or suggestions for new ones, your input is important.

I have a friend who constantly reminds me that you get out what you
put in. Volunteering or participating in ESS events is the best way to ensure you get the most out of your time at Lakehead, and I only hope you
Build the skills that will help you later in life: If you have a bit of expetake advantage of it!! If you want to get involved simply walk down to
rience working, you’ve probably already realized that there’s more to
UC-0015 or email any of the current executives on the next page. If you
engineering than just math and science. How you interact with people is
don’t have the time to commit to volunteering, make sure you come
extremely important in getting you that next promotion, or allowing you
out to the events-it’ll be worth it.
to take time off, or even simply getting along. Good communication
skills will allow you to understand what your company wants from you Adrian Pomber
and will allow you to convey your needs to your company. These skills
VP Publications
are difficult to learn out of a textbook and can easily be mastered by
2016/2017
coming to a lot of engineering events! Engineers are sometimes known
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THE ESS

THE NEW 2016/2017 ESS EXECUTIVE
By: the ESS

President: Michael Schlote—4th Year Mechanical Engineering
VP External: Bradley Momberg—4th Year Electrical Engineering
VP Finance: Kyle Rodrigues—4th Year Electrical Engineering
VP Internal: Rajroop Saini—3rd Year Electrical Engineering
VP Publications: Adrian Pomber—4th Year Electrical Engineering
VP Sponsorship: Andrew Fodchuck—2nd Year Mechanical Engineering

The Engineering Student Society (ESS)
of Lakehead University is an organization that collaborates with students,
professors and industry professionals
to enhance the quality of students’ education experience at LU. The purpose
of our organization is:


To publicly promote the science of
engineering and the knowledge of its
membership in connection with all
facets of engineering.



To promote and support educational,
social and athletic events



To provide information to the membership regarding all professional engineering organizations



To promote the history and traditions
of the profession of engineering



To hold and attend conferences,
meetings and exhibitions for the discussion of engineering problems and
the exchange of views in matters related to engineering



To maintain and uphold the objectives of the ESS and to constantly encourage membership participation in
ESS endeavours.

VP Social: Stephen Dzuryk—4th Year Chemical Engineering

Mike

Brad

Kyle

Rajroop

Are you interested
in
VOLUNTEERING?
Contact Mike at
ess@lakeheadu.ca

Adrian

Andrew

Stephen

ESS.LUSU.CA
Upcoming ESS Events
Lakehead Engineering Competition (LEC) – January 14th, 2017
Ontario Engineering Competition (OEC) – January 27-29, 2017
ESS and LUNA Winter Formal – February 3rd, 2017
Winter ScavENG – Month of February, 2017
Engineering Industry Meet & Greet – February 9, 2017
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As shown on the left, we have a group
of dedicated and enthusiastic students
who will be working hard this year to
make 2016-2017 even better than last
year. We would like to thank the contributions of Andreas Zailo, Sam Frisby
and SLIM BABAY, and all pf the previous
executives as they have given us a
good head start on what is to be a
great year ahead. From one executive
to another, we wish you all the best in
your future endeavors.—ESS Executive
2016/2017

By: Alex Polyak

TRIVIA

At about 90 million dollars to complete, designer F. Gehry helped create this work of art in the late
nineties. Allowing him to leave his mark on society by bringing critics, students, and the public in a
very unique way. Come down to the ESS office at UC0015 and state your guess as to what this and
where it is located to enter your name into a draw to win ESS swag!

This contraption was used
in the 60s and 70s to aid
sports car rallies as well as
commercial and general
aviation pilots. If you can

name this and give the nickname that people used,
your name will be entered
into a draw to win ESS
SWAG!
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FULL GORTH’S HOCKEY
By: Blake Schoffer

On behalf of the Full Gorth’s I would like to
thank the Engineering Student Society (ESS) for
supporting a fun and recreational activity for the
Engineering students at Lakehead. For the
2016/2017 school year, the ESS has provided our
team with funding to assist in the promotion and
development of intramural sports at Lakehead. In
addition to funding, our team was given ESS
patches which we proudly sport on the arms of
our jerseys. The ESS sponsorship enabled us to
rent out an arena for two practice sessions prior
to the upcoming season. It also enabled our team
to purchase equipment such as water bottles and
pucks.

throughout the academic year from October to
April. Our team plays in weekly games (excluding
exams of course). The Full Gorth’s consists entirely of Engineering students at Lakehead, primarily
from the Civil and Mechanical streams. Our team
was formed last year when students decided to
come together to share their mutual love of hockey and participate in an activity that provides a
break from day-to-day studying. The Gorth’s are
entering this year’s season in hopes of having a
shot at the championship as our dream was cut
short in the semi-finals last year.
Blake Schoffer
Bachelor of Engineering Candidate
Full Gorth’s
NBC Men’s Intramural Hockey League

The intramural men’s hockey league runs
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EEEF—WHO WE ARE & WHAT WE DO
For those of you who are not aware, the Engineering Equipment Endowment Fund is a student
operated and funded unit that purchases new equipment for the undergraduate students attending
Lakehead University.

ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT ENDOWMENT FUND

Every year, each undergraduate student pays $35.00
as part of their tuition fees. This $35.00 fee from
each student (approximately 800), represents the
operating budget for each year.
In recent years, this fund has essentially been
hi-jacked by professors and grad students for their
personal projects, which is something that we are
actively working to prevent. One of the largest problems is that we do not receive enough proposals
from the undergraduate student body. This is where
you come in. If you have a project that you’d like to
do, but need a certain machine or tool to do, drop by
the makerspace, it was funded by E3F and has a laser
cutter, three 3-d printers and a bunch of tools, and a
smart board, to practice those all important presentations on!
The E3 F Needs help re-starting. Bids are open
now for where you want your E3F money to go this
year, so think of some sweet ideas and bring them to
us! Remember, E3F Funds started the makerspace,
so anything is possible!!
E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F
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CSME UPDATE
By: Graeme Thacker
I, Graeme Thacker, Vice President of the Canadian Society
of Mechanical Engineering Lakehead University Student Chapter
(CSME), am very proud to announce that, thanks to a
reinvigorated Engineering Students’ Society (ESS) and our
engineering disciplines’ respective clubs, our 2016-2017
academic year is seeing encouraging levels of involvement on
the part of our students at the many exciting events that have
already taken place in under two months! Coveralls are out in
full force, people are getting (safely) ‘purpled’, cannons are
getting preposterous (yet patriotic) paint jobs, a phenomenal
*makerspace [sic.] is poised to strike, and we’re barely past
midterms!

this time to co-organize our annual raging success, the Golf
Tournament, with our partners in science, the Civil Society
(CSCE), which saw many relationships form among students and
our faculty. In hopes of contributing towards our community at
large, we also paired up with Habitat for Humanity, a national,
non-profit organization “working towards a world where
everyone has a safe and decent place to live”, whom we
sponsored and volunteered for during their Stud-A-Thon, an
opportunity for individuals or teams (like the CSME and ESS) to
paint whatever 2x4’s or 2x6’s they pay for, which will go directly
into the next house Habitat for Humanity will build for a family
in need.

Our CSME was already being heavily revamped well before
September. Throughout the summer, those of us living in town
took the opportunity to give our club room a real makeover,
allowing mechanical students easier access to clean, quiet study
spaces and binding services. New strategies were developed,
such as incentives for registered student members, which
include things like discounts to our events and one of the new
CSME Lakehead logo patches we’ve developed. This summer
was a scorcher (by Thunder Bay standards), so all of the
Engineering Societies hit the campus with Free Freezie Fridays™
(ok, fine; it’s not actually trademarked), where we handed out
various sizes and flavours of free Freezies™ (not sure if that’s
trademarked, so playing it safe), just because Fridays! We took

We’ve been involved in events like the Fall Crawl and the
Bus Pull, and have had lots of success with the first annual
paintball tournament in conjunction with the IEEE. The future is
bright, with events such as a guest speaker who has designed a
teardrop shaped, low-emissions commuter car, and new swag
like T-shirts, letterman and leather engineering Lakehead jackets
(available winter 2017). Feel free to contact any of our
Executives if you have any further questions or a desire to get
involved with your respective society or the ESS!
CSME Executive
2016/2017
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A FUTURE BUILT ON
HEMPCRETE

the hurd is too fine it will conglomerate together
and create a much denser mix of hempcrete; not
so good for walls as it loses insulation properties
the denser it becomes, but more acceptable for a
By: Kyle Gibbons
foundation of a light building. Hempcrete is a self
When one first hears about hemp-insulating material resistant to mold and mildew,
crete they immediate think “can I smoke it
insects and rodents, fire, weathering due to acid
too?” Professionals involved in the industrial
rain; it can retain moisture then release it when
hemp industry stress the fact that the hemp
the relative humidity dissipates, has great therbeing used is a cousin of the marijuana plant
mal mass properties, is about 1/20th the weight
everyone is used too; with a THC content of
of concrete (although not as strong as concrete),
<0.4%, these workers are not getting high on and is a carbon negative building product! By carthe job.
bon negative I mean using hempcrete does not
th
On April 9 , 2016, I was lucky enough to contribute any greenhouse production. During
the processing of lime, yes carbon is released as
attend a hempcrete workshop in Peterborthe lime must be burned at high temperatures;
ough, Ontario – thanks to LUSU and ESS for
carbon is also produced from the fossil fuels used
their generous funding contributions. We
to heat it and from the chemical reaction of the
spent the morning in a classroom; learning
about the history, present, and future uses of limestone turning into pure lime. But that carbon
footprint is offset by the fact that the hemp plant
hemp and in particular hempcrete – along
draws in a great amount of C02 throughout its
with the science, the preferred mixes, uses,
lifespan; because the organic material is being
and pros and cons of this emerging building
material; the afternoon was spent getting our ‘fossilized’ into a wall, the C02 doesn’t get released to the atmosphere, it is sequestered inside
hands dirty mixing up some hempcrete and
the building.
pouring a 14’ tall wall!
So what is hempcrete? It is a concretelike material made from hemp hurd, a lime/
clay mixture, and water! Hemp hurd is the
woody core material from the hemp plant –
which is a byproduct from stripping the fibers
off the plant that are used for linen, carpets,
clothing etc. It gets chipped down into what
literally looks and feels like woodchips, the
preferred size of hemp hurd is ½”-1” long. If

monolithic pour. It is lightweight enough to easily pass
large buckets full of hempcrete up scaffolding without
risk of injury. Because it is self-insulating, there is no need
for the general construction process we are used to;
frame the walls, sheet the outside, weather wrap the
outside, install siding, insulation, vapour barrier, drywall,
plaster, sand, and paint. We need only frame with studs,
install hempcrete (requires light forming as you go), plaster with a finishing coat on the inside, and either plaster
the outside to have a natural or stucco look or side it with
vinyl, brick, wood etc.
The only real downsides to hempcrete are the politic issues (for some reason pot is still illegal and they are
closely associated in the eyes of the government), the
lack of production of hemp in Canada (there is some but
not enough – related to my first remark), and a lack of
research (although it is increasing!). This is a great sustainable building material that will make its way into the
mainstream construction industry, it’s only a matter of
time! I am a strong believer of sustainable development
and believe this material deserves a role in developing
our future, as a nation and throughout the world.
Kyle Gibbons

Unlike concrete, hempcrete does not
slump. This mean no elaborate bracing systems
need to be installed. In fact, all you need is two
pieces of 1’-2’ wide strips of plywood; the hempcrete’s cohesive properties keep it held together
nicely, so when you have it installed and packed
it into those forms you can remove the bottom
one and keep leap-frogging the forms up and
build an entire wall (as high as you want) in one

Lakehead University student Kyle Gibbons packing down Hempcrete

Kyle Gibbons Holding Hemp hurd
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BECOME A DIVERSITY ADVOCATE!
The ESS is actively striving for an inclusive campus that promotes
equality for all persons of diverse genders, sex, religions, cultures,
ages, ethnicities, family status, etc. Currently there is an
inappropriate patch, which contains an old ESS logo, that has been
sighted in the Lakehead Community.
This patch negatively
affects the
reputation and
professionalism
of engineering
at
Lakehead.
As future
we engineering
responsibility
to
equality. We challenge you
diversity in the Lakehead
social awareness.

professionals,
students have a
promote inclusion and
to show your support for
Community by advocating for

The ESS has partnered with LUSU Pride to design a new patch,
which will soon be available in the ESS Office (UC 0015). This patch
is a symbol of diversity and should be proudly displayed on your
Covies. As part of our trade-in program, any inappropriate patches
can be exchanged for the new diversity patch and an additional ESS
patch of your choosing at no charge. We strongly recommend
taking advantage of this offer!

ESS Executive, 2016-2017
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4—Skull Rock Stout—Sleeping Giant (4/5)

THE BREW REVIEW
By: Michael Schlote, Alexander Keith

Skull Rock is a heavy stout that is dark, similar to a Guinness. It is wholesome on a cool fall day and fills you right up. I
really enjoy this beer but would not want to drink more than a
pint or two in a night; it feels like you’ve eaten a small meal
after a full glass. Solid dinner beer.

Canadian craft beer is more popular than ever and dozens of mi5—Up and Ahtanum—Dawson Trail (3/5)
crobreweries have started up to cash in on to this craze and try to creThis is a strong beer. It has a bold flavour and a higher
ate the perfect pilsner. This is a fantastic opportunity for anyone who
alcohol percentage. I like a good IPA every now and then, but
enjoys a good beer and is seeking to explore some new flavours.
it is not my beer of choice. That being said, I’ve heard other
Thunder Bay is no exception and boasts a fantastic selection of
people rave about this beer.
craft beer at both Sleeping Giant Brewing Company, and Dawson Trail
I’d recommend checking out each brewery and sampling
Craft Brewery. Both breweries are located close by campus, near the
their full selection for yourself before choosing a growler. We
intersection of Balmoral and Central Ave.
Sleeping Giant has a large storefront that sells anything from beer had fun with this on September 28th which is, of course, drink
glasses to t-shirts. In fact, Justin Trudeau was recently photographed beer day. It’s a real “holiday”, google it if you don’t believe
wearing a Northern Logger t-shirt during his visit to Thunder Bay (the me!
proceeds go to Big Brothers Big Sisters Charity). Samples and brewery
tours are available upon request. One bonus is “Growler Points”. You
earn a point with each purchase of a growler that you can redeem for
merchandise or beer. They also have some really neat patches that are
perfect for Covies!

The craft beer available at these local breweries is delicious and a nice break from the Beer Store. It is more fun
since you can have a sample or two and experience the brewery first-hand. You look pretty classy too, showing up to a party with a growler in hand. Happy Sampling and keep it responDawson Trail Brewery opened about a year ago and is quickly ex- sible (19+).
panding. There is a small bar in the modern looking storefront and lo- Cheers, Mike
cal workers stop in for a pint after work. They are quickly expanding
and already have a solid beer selection. They also have samples upon
request. They don’t have growler points, but it is still a fantastic brewery to check out.
Now keep in mind that this isn’t the place to casually pick up a 24. Beer is sold in 64oz growlers, which resemble old moonshine jars.
They are actually pretty cool. For those of you wondering, 64oz is the
equivalent of 4 pints, or 5 bottles of beer. The bottles are really cool
but you’d best return them since they are worth $5 deposit each.
Overall, a growler costs around $12 ($17 if it’s your first growler).
I’ve been privileged to sample some of these awesome ales and
have them listed in a Top 5 below:
1—Running Stone Irish Red Ale—Dawson Trail (5/5)
I really enjoy amber ale and Running Stone is a home run. Basically a Rickard’s Red on steroids. You can enjoy this beer with a meal, or
on its own. Basically any occasion you’re chilling and casually sipping a
brew. It is too good to waste by drinking in large quantities.
2—Border Run Cream Ale—Dawson Trail (5/5)

A close second to Running Stone. It is a real toss-up between
these two. This is a rich and creamy ale that goes down smoothly. It is
a crowd pleaser and can be had on any occasion.
3—Northern Logger—Sleeping Giant (4/5)
This is a typical lager and is great for any occasion. It is especially
refreshing during the summer months. It isn’t too heavy and has a nice
golden finish. It has the most crowd appeal out of any beer on this list.
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2016 PEO-SC CONFERENCE
By: Alyse Munroe-Hindley
Location: Ottawa, ON
Host: Carleton University
Topics: PEO Licensure Requirements
The Job Hunt
Engineering and Politics
Change and Opportunity
Life Design
Open Panel
Retirement Finances

engineering principles to weigh your decisions in life and
essentially do a cost-benefit analysis of your career decisions.
Dr. Adrian Chan was another highlight. He conveys so much
valuable information in so few words. His stories would imply his
entire career path was based on a series of suggestions that he
should try this or that, he would probably like it. This is another
reason to get out and interact with professionals. Engineering
has so much to offer and an opportunity to pursue a field you
had never considered might become the best decision you ever
made.

Summary:
Presentations included:

What kind of experience (pre- and post-graduation) can be
used toward your PEO application

How to make certain your CV lands you an interview

Why engineers should get involved at all levels of politics,
change and opportunity – an overview of how technology
could outpace engineering if we don’t change our approach

Defining your career path by finding confidence and clarity
in your life choices using engineering skills

How to retire with money in the bank by learning how
investments work and how to make your money work for
you

Links to check out:
www.engineeryourlife.net
www.peo.on.ca
www.glassdoor.ca
www.engineeringlegacies.com

My Experience:
This conference was an overall incredible experience to be able
to interact with engineering students from all over Ontario as
well as listen to Professional Engineers with decades of
experience and multiple career path changes.

I strongly recommend immersing yourself in the university
experience. Get involved, go to events, register for conferences,
attend talks. Take away so much more than calculus and
codebooks. As a student, professionals are happy to mentor you
and help shape the next generation of engineers. Take
advantage of the opportunities offered to you while you’re in
school!
One thing that resonated with me was that even one of our
presenters joked that he fondly remembers 3rd year of
engineering- it was the best two years of his life. I think that
most of us will struggle with concepts, time management,
apathy toward a subject, etc. I have recently decided that I will
be taking an extra year to complete my studies with my sanity
intact.
Erica Lee Garcia talked about her incredibly varied
experience in the engineering field from owning her own
consulting firm to specialized international assignments and
several interesting stops in between. She emphasized using
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Neetika Singh and Author Alyse MunroeHindley at the PEO-SC Conference Dinner

STEEL BRIDGE TEAM RECAP—2016
By: Steel Bridge Team

First off, we would like to thank our to achieve. Unfortunately due to
sponsors and everyone else for their
penalties and other misfortunes, we did
incredible support during the long year not bring back any awards. We placed
that led us to the National Student Steel 19th overall out of approximately 250
Bridge Competition. The preparation for universities from around the world. We
this competition started in August when are extremely proud of our
the rules were released. After many late accomplishments and wish the 2017
nights where we
almost saw the
sunrise, we
completed our
20’ scaled model
of a bridge for
the regional
competition.
Although we
earned First
place at the
regional
competition,
Pictured: Chris Legg Brad McDonald Nick Wegher Curtis Moss Brad DesRochers (Not in order)
every aspect of
the bridge was changed and improved in team all the best in their journey.
preparation for the national competition.
At the national competition, we had the Chris Legg
fastest stopwatch time for the
Brad McDonald
construction of our bridge. This was a
Nick Wegher
goal that we had set for ourselves during Curtis Moss
the planning stages so it was rewarding Brad DesRochers
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HUMAN POWERED VEHICLE CHALLENGE
By: Moatasm Almaouie

The ASME Human Powered Vehicle
Challenge (HPVC) competition aims to
challenge
engineering
students in the
use
of
engineering
principles
through
the
design and development of a human
powered vehicle.

and assembling their vehicle as well as
fundraising.
If you want to be part of this initiative to
save the planet from the rising CO2 level, you
can join the team as a volunteer in the
Lakehead University Human Powered Vehicle
Club (LU-HPVC).
Everyone is welcome!!

Third year MecE students who are
interested in picking up this project next year
are especially encouraged to contact the
Lakehead took part in this competition team.
for the first time during the 2013-2014
school year. However, since then no group of
engineering
students have taken
up the challenge.
Fret not, there is
“A New Hope”
*cue the Star Wars
music*
Pictured: 2016 Human Powered Vehicle Challenge Participants
After much deliberation the group of
friends that call themselves the Engeneers,
For more information
named after the Project Manager Jonas Email: lakeheadhpvc@gmail.com
ENGEN, decided to pursue the ASME HPVC
Competition. They decided to embody a
Website: luhpvc.wordpress.com
vision of a future free from archaic fossil
Facebook:
fuels, and will be working relentlessly to do
their part to make that dream a reality.
https://www.facebook.com/
The team will be competing on March
LUHPVC/
th
17 at the ASME ENG FEST held in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Until then the team will be spending -Moatasm Almaouie
their time designing, testing, manufacturing, Innovation Supervisor & LUHPVC Secretary
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IEEE UPDATE
This year, the IEEE Lakehead
University student branch was off to
a running start-or perhaps more
accurately, a jump start. The bodies
and minds of future engineers and
computer scientists were fed at the
inaugural JumpStart event on
September 13th. First, the minds
were nourished with gripping
presentations by Dr.Carlos
Christoffersen and Dr. Samuel
Pichardo from the Electrical
Engineering Department, and then,
just as importantly, the bodies were
fed with scrumptious pizza. It was a
warm welcome to eager incoming
students.

medical research. One of the
technologies being developed is the
use of high intensity focused
ultrasound waves to heat and burn
away tissue-using sound waves to
perform surgery. Dr. Christoffersen
talked about his research into the
electrical amplifiers used to produce
the ultrasound waves, and Dr.
Pichardo discussed the software tools
being developed for technologies
using MRI to guide the ultrasound
surgeries. Truly something out of Star
Trek-being developed by the first
class faculty at Lakehead!

Many people don’t know that
Lakehead University and the affiliated Follow us on Facebook
Thunder Bay Health Sciences Center
and
Instagram
@ieeelu
are at the forefront of high tech

for more news and
activities!

Lakehead University
Student Branch
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